
COUNTER SNEEZE GUARD
The sneeze guard is made of laminated safety glass is scratch-resistant and crystal clear, impact-resistant and, of 
course, splinter-free. Thanks to the rubber feet, the screen can be quickly placed and even expanded with additio-
nal elements. The pass-through function of the screen allows you to keep in touch with your customers safely yet 
personally. By using the screen, you not only guarantee your employees high-quality protection against infections, 
but also makes your customers feel safe.

ONLY GLASS OFFERS EFFECTIVE PROTECTION

Effective disinfection against Covid-19 is only possible on glass. Transparent plastics such as acrylic glass cannot 
withstand treatment with those effective against the Covid 19 virus. These plastics are damaged by disinfection 
with the agents 62-71% ethanol and 0.1% sodium hypochlorite that are suitable to combat the Covid 19 virus. 
Cracks develop, which means that the minimum hygiene standards can no longer be met.
Source: Journal of Hospital Infection, Volume 104, Issue 3, March 2020 246-251

OVERVIEW OF BENEFITS

SHIELD-CHECK Optimal hygiene solution for 
 your customer and staff
SHIELD-CHECK Suitable for pharmacies, hotels, shops
 and public institutions
SHIELD-CHECK For indoor and outdoor use (stainless steel)
SHIELD-CHECK Scratch free, crystal clear, impact resistant
 and splinter free
SHIELD-CHECK Plastic glides protect your surface
SHIELD-CHECK Easy mounting
SHIELD-CHECK Different surfaces
 (stainless steel-, and chrome design)
SHIELD-CHECK Easily expandable
SHIELD-CHECK Other dimensions on request

SCOPE OF SUPPLY

2 pieces of posts
4 pieces glass holder 
1 piece of glass (1000 x 750 mm)
1 piece cleaning cloth

189,00 €
PRICES PLUS VAT PLUS SHIPPING COSTS

IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE

Orders that  are received by 12.00 o’clock 
dispatched the same day. This is the only way 
to guarantee your employees and customers 
high-quality and fast protection.

ORDER NUMBER:   20.0650.019.20

OTHER DIMENSIONS

Thanks to the modular system, hygiene pro-
tection made of glass can be easily expanded. 
Additional glass holders and posts as well as 
safety glass are available on request.

ORDER AT:

+44 (0)1782 491 030
sales@g-fittings.com WWW.G-FITTINGS.SHOP/EN


